
2010 Review for Ryan D Degrote

Employee Information    

Please review the information below. If it is incorrect, please contact your Manager and/or HR Business Partner to correct it.

Last Name: Degrote
First Name: Ryan

Title: Sr Marketing Manager
Manager: Cheryl A Costantini

Human Resource: Thomas E Kneafsey
Employee Id: 11307

Review Period: July 2009 through June 2010

Business Goals    

Use this section to describe and evaluate each of the employee's business goals for 2010. For each goal, describe performance
expectations, how results will be measured, and, at the end of the year, the results that were achieved.

RATING SCALE

1.1 1. Achieve Topline Revenue goal of $119,898,727 in higher ed, career, school, retail and professional channels and contribute to
the overall topline revenue of APG
Category: Business Goals
Goal Name : 1. Achieve Topline Revenue goal of $119,898,727 in higher ed, career, school,
retail and professional channels and contribute to the overall topline revenue of APG Start : 07/01/2009 Due : 06/30/2010

Metric : a. Establish and execute on ROI positive, impactful marketing programs that includes
cohesive campaign mix with continued shift to e-marketing and newer marketing vehicles (shift of
20% print to digital and other), conventions, events, customer opportunities (targets) and
worktrips.
b. Drive success of key products measured on tracking and the marketing dashboard (sampling,
pending, closed business) and AAA products hitting their 0 year number.

Weight : 30.0% Status : Completed

Tasks :    
Rating by Cheryl Costantini: Rating by Ryan Degrote:
Rating: Fully Successful Rating: Inconsistent
Comments by Cheryl Costantini:
By our estimations (final numbers have not been announced), our business ended the year with a 12% increase in sales over last year --
that is a huge accomplishment in challenging times and in the 3rd year of Office texts. The two franchises Ryan spends most of his time
on - Illustrated and New Perspectives - had 22% and 13% increases respectively and an average of 6% unit growth! In our markets, this
is phenomenal growth. Ryan's sharp focus on the numbers and his resulting activity around driving those is one of the main contributions
to our success. He also keeps a close eye on competitive activity and has been instrumental in driving strong take-away campaigns.
Ryan excels at analysis - he's constantly looking at the status of our revenue and units but also our sampling and forecasting. As a result,
he knows what is going on and he adjusts his plans accordingly to correct any issues or further build on momentum. His targeting and
tracking activity is the best on the team, and he readily participates in the weekly Marketing Dashboard analysis. I appreciate Ryan's
insights and his resulting ideas - he always has a new idea for how to propel us forward. This results driven competency and skill is
invaluable and will continue to serve him well.  
Comments by Ryan Degrote:
As of June 29th, our sales for Course Technology are roughly $114M. We will not meet our goal of $119M. This can be attributed to the
fact that it will be an office year next year and we weren't able to get as many folks as needed to come back to Course Technology and
use our products for the fall 2009 and spring 2010 semesters after their negative experience with SAM 2007. We did grow our Office
business by about 35,000 units between the key three series (Shelly Cashman, Illustrated and New Perspectives) in a non-office year
which is a tremendous achievement, however the gap between where we were and where we needed to be was too large for us to
overcome unfortunately. We have aggressive weekly strategy calls (Connect Today and Shape Tomorrow) integrated into our 2010
marketing plan, as well as a very-thorough targeting list in development which we will roll out to the sales force in conjunction with the
August NSM. Between our refined targeting process and impressive product offerings, we are extremely well-positioned to have great
year-to-year performances for the coming 2010 and 2011 financial periods.
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1.2 2. Manage to your T&E and help drive reduction of print sampling. Be able to show ROI on all spending of the marketing mix
(including conventions, web marketing, ecampaigns, print collateral, etc.) and optimize to shift 20% print spend cost by 20% to
digital.
Category: Business Goals
Goal Name : 2. Manage to your T&E and help drive reduction of print sampling. Be able to show
ROI on all spending of the marketing mix (including conventions, web marketing, ecampaigns,
print collateral, etc.) and optimize to shift 20% print spend cost by 20% to digital.

Start : 07/01/2009 Due : 06/30/2010

Metric : a. Optimize integrated marketing mix and spend with focus on establishing and meeting
ROI on sampling, print, conventions, events and online marketing and reducing marketing mix
from print with a 20% move to digital.
b. Demonstrate that you moved a print campaign to a more integrated mix.
c. Increase eMarketing (email, web-based).
d. Reduce print samples by 10% from January thru June of 2009 by using CourseSmart e-
sampling, by 10%.

Weight : 15.0% Status : Completed

Tasks :    
Rating by Cheryl Costantini: Rating by Ryan Degrote:
Rating: Fully Successful Rating: Fully Successful
Comments by Cheryl Costantini:
Ryan managed his T&E budget perfectly with a reduction in spend despite more travel and proceeded through the year with a discerning
eye on having the right marketing mix, all while considering ROI. Over the past two years, print marketing has been reduced more than
40% and Ryan has delivered cutting edge ecampaigns for Emerge, Soft Skills, NP Concepts, and Office 2007 through the effective use
of community sites, flash demos, video, and email marketing. Additionally, sampling has been reduced by over 30%. Ryan's focus on
selling digital products via customer experiences is keen. His Emerge class test/pilot campaign and lead generation program not only
generated helpful upstream product information, but seeded much business and garnered a percentage of won adoptions. A key insight
from pilot is that customers need to have a better understanding of how to implement the product. As a result, Ryan is working on a set of
implementation guides and will beef up training efforts.  
Comments by Ryan Degrote:
My T&E management has been excellent this year. Even with a more aggressive travel schedule than I've ever had, I will end up
spending roughly $5,000 under my budget goal.

This past year, I helped build out a few community sites with different media elements included in them for New Perspectives on
Computer Concepts 2011, Emerge With Computers, Office 2010, along with minor community sites like IC3 Computer Concepts and Soft
Skills.

The two most important marketing mix endeavors (in terms of cost, driving revenue and creating competitive advantage) I was involved
with were for Emerge With Computers and Office 2010. With Emerge we did not product a print piece (considering this is a fully-online
course we wanted to be consistent with the "theme" of the product), but poured our time and energies into helping instructors understand
how the product will impact the experience of both the student and instructor. I worked with MARS Inc. to create a catchy and compelling,
"I-pod like" flash video which captured the essence of the product and experience. We used that community site, along with a series of
webinars, conference and event presentations and campus travel to drive a high level of interest in this product. We had roughly 260
people evaluate the product (which is wonderful considering the innovative nature of the course and the fact that the product was and is
still being developed and improved) which helped drive significant pedagogical, process and content improvements for the forthcoming
version 2.0 release in July 2010. By involving instructors in follow up online and on-ground focus groups, we are going to have a fantastic
story to tell about this product at the upcoming August 2010 NSM.

I worked closely with Tristen, Tom and Courtney to lay out and develop the Office 2010 community site. This site helped establish
Course Technology as the first-to-market Office 2010 information source in the academic market. In addition to providing information
about Office 2010 on the site, we hosted a series of webinars with Corinne Hoisington to highlight the Office 2010 suite. In fact, we drew
over 300 people to a webinar which is record for our group. We created some print support for the pre-selling campaign, but drove our
reps and customers to this community site to preview advance page proof materials for use in decision making and prep work for
implementation for fall 2010 courses. We provided information and content at least four months ahead of our main competitor, Pearson
Education, with this site. We will be revising this website in time for the forthcoming August NSM and it will be our focal point of
information for customers for the next 12 months.
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1.3 3. Drive growth through new product, sales, marketing and distribution models
Category: Business Goals
Goal Name : 3. Drive growth through new product, sales, marketing and distribution models Start : 07/01/2009 Due : 06/30/2010
Metric : a. Maximize potential by integrating custom strategies, identifying a value-add custom
strategy for one of your key titles. Align with products in all three C3 areas – complement,
connect and create.
b. Determine cross-channel opportunity for your markets, integrate it into the workflow and set
goals for penetration and expansion to be revisited with the direct manager quarterly. Increase
collaboration on internal message of APG wide solutions. Integrate Value/Choice options into
campaigns.
c. Integrate use of CengageBrain, CourseSmart and cross-company eCommerce distribution
models including textbook rental into plans.
i. Drive reps to shift 3 existing adoptions over to the CengageBrain direct channel for next fall.
d. Conduct a bi-annual meeting with channel partners to review and revise plans.
e. Drive growth through ESP models.

Weight : 20.0% Status : Completed

Tasks :    
Rating by Cheryl Costantini: Rating by Ryan Degrote:
Rating: Exceeds Rating: Fully Successful
Comments by Cheryl Costantini:
Ryan is always seeking ways to drive his business. He has a keen knowledge of the Career channel and worked with me on creating a
plan to generate some momentum in that channel. Our efforts resulted in nearly a 20% revenue growth for us in this channel, but our
work has not stopped there and we are now focused on driving sustainable growth in FY11. As noted, he worked with Custom to develop
Soft Skills module that that would feed growth across B&C. Ryan's primary focus in the "new" product area was his efforts and activities
around Emerge with Computers - a fully online, ESP product that is like no other in the industry. Ryan's upstream work was significant
and resulted in reshaping the offering. He conducted many focus groups, ran a significant pilot program, and held several internal and
external presentations. His resulting insights led to some changes to the product around delivery and coverage. His Editor notes that he
willingly shared his concerns around the quality and depth of the Office presentation in Emerge. He explained how he was having trouble
presenting that aspect of the product. These concerns have subsequently been addressed by redesigning the pedagogy and look/feel of
those pages as best we could for Office 2007 with the intention to go much deeper with 2010. The customers who've seen the redesign
have been very pleased with the changes made, which will result in more sales going forward.  
Comments by Ryan Degrote:
Last year I worked with Maureen Staudt to develop enrichment modules around the Soft Skills products from Jeff Butterfield. These are
now included in their marketing and promotional activities.

The product that I spent a lot of my time with last year and one which should really take off this fiscal year is the Emerge With Computers
product. It is certainly a new product and the distribution model and while not unique to Cengage Learning, is unique to our customer
base. Between focus groups, presentations, and customer and DSM feedback, I pushed the development team to change key aspects of
the product, especially the delivery model. The inclusion of the content within the CLMS shell provided our customers with some
challenges and these challenges and customer feedback eventually lead to a solution which will benefit everyone: the inclusion into the
Cengage Learning's Gateway product family. With Gateway we will now be able to offer a single sign on and more importantly, schools
will be able to use their own LMS (BB, WebCT, Angel, D2L, Moodle etc) instead of CLMS and also link out seamlessly to Emerge. This is
going to be extremely well received. This will be an ESP model and more importantly, the Gateway solution will now allow us to develop
sales and distribution models and exploit opportunities in the Career and School channels where a site license option is required.
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1.4 4. Drive upstream marketing activities on 2012CR titles and demonstrate marketing value-add through your participation,
leadership and direction on front-end customer activities, value-creation modeling and collaboration with editorial, sales and L2S, and
Marketing Communication Managers. 10
Category: Business Goals
Goal Name : 4. Drive upstream marketing activities on 2012CR titles and demonstrate marketing
value-add through your participation, leadership and direction on front-end customer activities,
value-creation modeling and collaboration with editorial, sales and L2S, and Marketing
Communication Managers. 10

Start : 07/01/2009 Due : 06/30/2010

Metric : a. Utilize IPS and additional resources to determine targets, gather information and
contribute to market segmentation and budgets.
b. Collaborate and contribute to modifying process (plan checks, product launches, etc.) in ways
that will allow more upstream involvement by marketing, especially pertaining to cross-channel
opportunity.
c. Get sales and DSM input into product and marketing plans.

Weight : 10.0% Status : Completed

Tasks :    
Rating by Cheryl Costantini: Rating by Ryan Degrote:
Rating: Exceeds Rating: Exceeds
Comments by Cheryl Costantini:
Ryan is a natural collaborator and wants to deliver on the best of customer experiences with phenomenal products and the best in the
business service and consultation. As such, he spends a great deal of energy upstream with his editorial team on product development
and customer participation, as well as with the sales team to ensure they are prepared to provide the service and selling model that is a
cut above everyone else. He has strong relationships with the sales teams and his editorial counterparts can't say enough great things
about his work with them. One quote says it well, "Working on CMPTR, Ryan has led all feedback with his connection to the customers
and can share knowledge and opinions that we (in editorial) don’t often hear. His input has helped shape and defend the pedagogy and
design for this new title. I have especially appreciated Ryan's assistance in building an "IN" network of reps so early and truly generating
excitement around a product even prior to its launch. Ryan's ability to connect the marketing story of CMPTR with Emerge and our more
traditional print-based products has been fantastic and will certainly contribute to the sales of all 3 models!"  
Comments by Ryan Degrote:
I worked with Brandi Shailer to help develop our first 4LTR Press product, titled CMPTR. I worked with her on targeting specific reps and
installed adoptions for editorial developmental reviewers because we had the challenge of developing a new product for a changing
market, while trying to keep this process quiet so our competitors wouldn't find out about it. Besides helping select a mix of content (office
and concepts), I helped organize two rep focus groups on campus and at The Conference, along with providing input into the cover and
pre-publication preview guide. After looking at other preview guides from across the 4LTR series, I made the suggestion (which we are
going to implement) that we glue the sample preps cards inside the back cover of the preview guide instead of stapling them into the
middle (as all the others have done) where they end up potentially disrupting the flow of the sample chapter. This will provide customers
with a more effective and realistic learning experience with the product because they won't have a sample chapter interrupted by prep
cards.

As noted previously in this document, The Emerge With Computers product is an example of continuous product improvement and
upstream marketing. We've been developing best practice training documents and conducting focus groups, webinars and presentations
since the product was released in the beta form. I worked exhaustively with Marie and the legal team to determine a name for this
product. We've selected a color scheme, branding standards and helped determine a "versioning" strategy for the product and market.
Recently, I've created a team of 6-8 DSMs who I consider advocates for this product and had conference calls and webex meetings to
flesh out training needs, run ideas by them and help craft the story of this product in anticipation of both the August 2010 NSM, but also
for the ongoing improvement of the product and sales campaign. This has been one of the most challenging, yet professionally rewarding
products I've ever been involved with and it is the true definition of a team effort and upstream marketing.
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1.5 5. Deliver high quality and on-time PMIs and overall product information, sales tools and competitive information in Magellan
Category: Business Goals
Goal Name : 5. Deliver high quality and on-time PMIs and overall product information, sales tools
and competitive information in Magellan Start : 07/01/2009 Due : 06/30/2010

Metric : a. Hit 90% or above on PMI audit reports.
b. Use of standardized sales tools templates.
c. Completion of continuous training for Sales via Brainsharks, WebEx, VCLUs and CLMS.

Weight : 20.0% Status : Completed

Tasks :    
Rating by Cheryl Costantini: Rating by Ryan Degrote:
Rating: Exceeds Rating: Fully Successful
Comments by Cheryl Costantini:
Despite how many products Ryan has, he and his MC have been able to exceed the 90% PMI completion rate consistently. In addition,
his sales tools, competitive information, and notably his sales training deliverables are superb in quality and always timely. Ryan is
particularly astute at creating and delivering sales training - whether that's in Brainshark, WebEx, or the live sessions at the sales
meeting. He is organized in his thoughts, can frame a session concisely and clearly, and his delivery is well above that of his peers. He's
engaging, but focused, and his style is motivating and fun. This is a true talent. Additionally, Ryan goes well above and beyond by
offering one off and group training on key initiatives with the DSMs and reps. He does all this with an eye to driving his business
aggressively. He thoughfully considers the best way to engage the sales teams and executes effectively.  
Comments by Ryan Degrote:
Marketing two lists with a lot of products means that there is a tremendous amount of "systems" work - including PMIs, feeds to internal
and external sources, cover concerns, back cover copy, sales tools etc. I believe that Kristen (my MC) and I have a pretty solid process
in place for this now, but I do believe we can improve certain aspects of what we do, especially with the new HEOA becoming so
important. We have been hitting all the delivery dates, but I'd like to see our products go live earlier and have better, more CSS-focused
treatment of the benefits each feature provides.

I'm fairly adept at using webex as I've hosted a number of customer, sales team and DSM webinars to promote products, as well as
solicit feedback on proposed ideas. The Brainsharks and VCLU sessions have been positively reviewed and one area that I can improve
upon is the use of visual aides in my PowerPoints.

This coming year represents a tremendous opportunity for myself and our team - personally and professionally. With the roll out of EWC,
CMPTR and the all the Office-year activities, it is imperative that my PMIs are rock-solid and that our sales tools, questioning grids,
spectrums, competitive information and key initiatives are easily identified, findable and useful to help our reps win. It is the single most
important area for me to improve on in 2010-2011.
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1.6 Work with career sales team and enterprise account managers to help define and develop Emerge With Computers versions and
product models which are appropriate for their channel.
Category: Business Goals
Goal Name : Work with career sales team and enterprise account managers to help define and
develop Emerge With Computers versions and product models which are appropriate for their
channel.

Start : 07/01/2009 Due : 06/30/2010

Metric : a. Seeding efforts around new versions, including: an IC3, concepts-only and skills-only
versions
b. Development of a site licenses model for all versions by the end of FY 2010.

Weight : 5.0% Status : In Progress

Tasks :    
Rating by Cheryl Costantini: Rating by Ryan Degrote:
Rating: Fully Successful Rating: Inconsistent
Comments by Ryan Degrote:
As I've noted in this review, I've worked with the DSM, editorial and GNM teams to help define and "build-out" the forthcoming versions of
Emerge With Computers. The Gateway solution which will be incorporated in version 2.0 will have tremendous time-savings and ease-of-
implementation advantages for all channels, but especially career and school. It meets the metric of having a site-license model by the
end of FY2010.

What I have not done as effectively, is build rapport, excitement and seeding opportunities for this product in the career channel. Much of
this is due to the fact that they have shorter courses and quicker cycles, they don't teach a lot of concepts content and we've never had a
site license option previously, so the product isn't an ideal fit. However, because I haven't reached out to that group as effectively as I
could, I'm not sure if we are missing any crucial components for them with this forthcoming, version 2.0 release. We have had some
interest in the product in this channel, but many of the CAMs don't know about this product and it's story and even fewer know about the
forthcoming "versionized" products or long-term developmental plans. This channel is a key piece of the overall success of this product
and I will be spending a great deal of time promoting this within the channel this next year, along with focusing their efforts on active
promotion of Office 2010.  
Comments by Cheryl Costantini:
Given some of the product priorities and resource constraints, Ryan has not been able to fully execute on this goal. Consequently, we
should consider this still in progress and proceed with this as a priority for the coming 6 months. Additionally, Ryan needs my help in
driving some of this Career and Enterprise sales engagement. I have made this a priority for the next 6 months and I look forward to
working with Ryan more closely. What Ryan's self-review doesn't note is all the energy, focus, and time Ryan spends assisting the
Career team in driving our entire curriculum, not just one product - Emerge. His consistent work on mapping grids, sales calls, and
education for the CAMs and EAMs is noticed and appreciated.

Competencies    

Our Core Competencies drive the success of Cengage Learning. Proficiency in exhibiting these competencies is directly linked to the
successful completion of our business goals. Please provide comments and, at year end, ratings for each competency.

When providing comments, the "Writing Assistant" provides sample language that can be inserted and edited.

RATING SCALE
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53. Drive for Results (Growth)   
Can be counted on to exceed goals successfully; is constantly and consistently one of the top performers; very bottom-line oriented;
steadfastly pushes self and others for results.
Rating by Cheryl Costantini: Rating by Ryan Degrote:
Rating: Exceeds Rating: Exceeds
Comments by Ryan Degrote:
I believe I am a key contributor to our Computing team. I focus on the largest priorities and what will have the most impact on the
financial impact on our business. I take pride in being considered the "numbers guy" on the team because of the way I tend to analyze
reports and data. I worked with Amy McFall this past year to create a weekly customized closed business and lost business report which
we (the computing team) used in our sales messages and marketing plan presentations. We determined that for tracked 500 or more
copy adoptions, we were 27-7 (meaning we took away 27 adoptions of 500 copies or more and lost only 7).

I believe I do a good job of using the resources available to drive results or our agenda such as working with the DSM group and sales
reps. As my marketing coordinator has "gotten up to speed" this past year, I've been able to delegate more effectively which has enabled
both of us to increase our overall productivity. She has been an incredible asset for the Emerge With Computers launch - especially the
day-to-day details such as pilot work and training needs, which has helped me focus on the larger priorities of helping to build the brand
and determine what we need to improve for future versions.  
Comments by Cheryl Costantini:
Ryan has strong business acumen and knows exactly what priorities to focus on. As noted previously in this review, his interest in
analysis -- measuring and tracking data and progress towards goal -- becomes the driving force behind his decisions and his activities -
coupled with a good sense of the market and emerging trends. As he notes, he worked on a customized report for our team which
provided a helpful snapshot on a weekly basis of large lost and won adoptions. This information has proved helpful not only in our daily
planning, but also in our internal report outs and presentations to key stakeholders. Ryan also has a keen focus on driving rep
engagement and activities. His focus on optimizing this large resource is wise and working, as shown by the incredible growth in revenue
this past year. Ryan is clearly the captain of my A team-- his leadership, focus, and drive for results is a model for all and has contributed
to creating our high performance team.
 

15. Customer Focus (Customer)   
Is dedicated to meeting the expectations and requirements of internal and external customers; gets first-hand customer information and
uses it for improvements in products and services; acts with customers in mind; establishes and maintains effective relationships with
customers and gains their trust and respect.
Rating by Cheryl Costantini: Rating by Ryan Degrote:
Rating: Exceeds Rating: Meets
Comments by Ryan Degrote:
I've worked with both of my editors during the last year to connect with our customers and potential customers more effectively to ensure
that our products are "spot on". In particular, I've spent a lot of time speaking with Ken Baldauf (lead author for Emerge With Computers)
to help him understand the sales cycle and customer needs that differ from his needs as an instructor at a large, four-year state school.

I'm good at building relationships quickly and effectively with the sales teams, colleagues and authors to benefit all parties. In the past
year, I've held customer-facing webinars with authors Ken Baldauf, Corinne Hoisington, Jeff Butterfield, Julie Riley, Carol Cram, June
Parsons and Kitty Pinard. I sincerely believe that my genuine interest in helping others comes through in this position and benefits not
just me, but also the author and eventually the organization.  
Comments by Cheryl Costantini:
In all my professional years, I have never worked with a Marketing Manager who engages with customer and authors so well and
consistently. Ryan underestimates the impact his customer focus has on the organization. Through his significant upstream work, his
frequent direct work with customers, and his sharp analytical skills which enable him to synthesize lots of customer intelligence, he is
strong advocate for customers and epitomizes the customer-centric model that this business is starting to embrace. Additionally, his
Editors note that he has done an extraordinary job of promoting our products to reps and customers—he was involved in the huge win at
Westwood Career school for Illustrated and many others (e.g. State of Georgia). He has travelled thousands of miles to make calls on
customers and help reps—he has worked tirelessly to get in front of customers to help close business; or simply be there for damage
control during the difficult SAM days. He is a dedicated and hard working member of our team. Ryan actively demonstrates his excellent
people skills—he puts people at ease with his friendly manner, but also stays focused on the goal at hand. For instance, in a customer
call, he will put everyone at ease with his friendliness but he will also stay focused on the key goal of winning the customer over.
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02. Dealing with Ambiguity (Leading Change)   
Can effectively cope with change; can shift gears comfortably; can decide and act without having the total picture; isn't upset when things
are up in the air; doesn't have to finish things before moving on; can comfortably handle risk and uncertainty.
Rating by Cheryl Costantini: Rating by Ryan Degrote:
Rating: Exceeds Rating: Meets
Comments by Ryan Degrote:
I'm fairly adept at handling change and ambiguity. The SAM 2007 situation certainly taught me that. The entire Emerge With Computers
product has been a lesson in change - especially the uncertainly of the name and the constantly changing delivery options.

Our team spent this entire spring dealing with the uncertainty of when Office 2010 would release and how to best prepare the sales
teams and customers for this. Most of our decisions were based on theoretical situations and we needed to build out a plan for our
customers which helped them deal with uncertainty of what they would be doing for their fall courses and what materials would be
available for them. I'm pleased to say that not only did we build a tremendously valuable and informative Office 2010 community site, we
also beat our primary competitor to market with this resource by four months.  
Comments by Cheryl Costantini:
The notion of change never even comes up with Ryan. He has truly embraced the concept that it is constant and part of our day to day.
As a result, he never slows down and allows himself to focus too heavily on the "what ifs." I have seen Ryan grow tremendously in this
area - to the point where he embraces change and actually figures out a way to thrive in it and take advantage of it.
 

14. Creativity (Innovation)   
Comes up with a lot of new and unique ideas; easily makes connections among previously unrelated notions; tends to be seen as original
and value-added in brainstorming settings.
Rating by Cheryl Costantini: Rating by Ryan Degrote:
Rating: Exceeds Rating: Exceeds
Comments by Ryan Degrote:
I'm a pretty creative individual. I've had my share of "hits" and "misses" during brainstorming meetings, but I'm not afraid to toss out ideas
for our group or with my editors during our one-to-one discussions. I'm particularly proud of this because most of the time, I'm
participating in these meetings via the phone which makes it much more difficult to gauge the non-verbal responses of others toward my
ideas. I'm confident in my ideas, but also confident in myself and don't take the process too seriously, which allows me to feel
comfortable with seemingly "off the wall" ideas. For example, this past year I came up with the idea of the using a trivial pursuit motif for
the Ultimate Pursuit piece/campaign we were discussing and the "@ Emerge" tagline we will be using to support Emerge With
Computers.  
Comments by Cheryl Costantini:
Ryan is extremely creative. He's a great campaigner with strong slogans and integrated mixes that create compelling messages and
connote differentiated experiences to potential customers. He willingly shares his ideas in the frequent brainstorming sessions, and I
frequently bounce ideas off of him because he helps further refine them and happily iterates an idea to improve it.
 

31. Interpersonal Savvy (People)   
Relates well to all kinds of people, up, down, and sideways, inside and outside the organization; builds appropriate rapport; builds
constructive and effective relationships; uses diplomacy and tact; can diffuse even high-tension situations comfortably.
Rating by Cheryl Costantini: Rating by Ryan Degrote:
Rating: Exceeds Rating: Exceeds
Comments by Ryan Degrote:
I'm a sincere, thoughtful, funny and tactful person - both in a business environment and in personal situations. I take great pride in being
able to connect with almost everyone and I have a genuine interest in helping people. I'm effective at building relationships with the sales
teams, while also effectively communicating my goals and product opportunities with folks like Bill Hendee and Jonathan Hulbert. I
believe this is one of my strongest personality traits and a definite asset to this organization.  
Comments by Cheryl Costantini:
Everyone loves Ryan. He has a unique ability to put everyone at ease and his sincere interest in others makes people feel good. He can
relate to everyone - at all levels and knows how to communicate to various populations and personalities with apparent ease. In addition
to his affability, he's a strong and effective communicator. All of his stakeholders commented on what a great communicator he is.
Additionally, they all say how much they enjoy working with him. He's a substantial and trustworthy contributor and he makes work
enjoyable through his fun, yet productive approach. A strong testament to these skills is the ease with which he has made his direct
report comfortable. Even as a remote manager, she states, "With ease, Ryan overcomes the unique challenges he faces daily working
remotely and in a different time zone than most of his colleagues. Ryan is an excellent communicator, which allows him to build effective
relationships with his Boston colleagues. As his direct report, I sometimes forget that I have only met him in person a handful of times. He
makes himself easily accessible to me through phone, E-mail, and even text messages. When it comes to interpersonal communication,
Ryan really shines – whether with customers at events, over the phone, and via E-mail. I can’t say enough how much I enjoy working
with Ryan. For my first “real” job out of college, Ryan has been a dream; he has set the bar for all future managers to come. He is an
excellent resource and somebody whom I greatly admire."
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87. Team/Unit Contribution (Collaboration)   
Always helpful to the rest of the team/other units; among the first to volunteer to help others succeed; will share anything if it's for the team
or organization; a model of sharing, caring and cooperation.
Rating by Cheryl Costantini: Rating by Ryan Degrote:
Rating: Exceeds Rating: Exceeds
Comments by Ryan Degrote:
I love to collaborate! I enjoy it, but more importantly, given my remote status and the fact that I work on two lists which are dependent on
other products and technologies to succeed, i need to be a team player. I spend at least an hour, usually two or three on the phone with
Tristen Kendall (my main marketing counterpart) each day. It is imperative that we work well together for the success of our individual
lists, as well as the collective success of computing program. We have a trust in each other than I have not had with any other marketing
colleague in all my years of doing this. We both have strengths and areas of improvement; and while we've never formally discussed
these, we both know seem to know what they are and we both work on our strongest areas for the greater good. We are actively building
brainsharks, tools and NSM materials for the upcoming August sales meeting and the process has been smoother this year than at any
previous time. I truly, truly enjoy working with Tristen and she continues to challenge me to "think outside the box" and do things
differently.

Additionally, I believe that our computing team is an anomaly within this organization. Everyone enjoys each other, there are no power
struggles and we all are open to different ideas to improve what we are doing. It is critical that we all work together to achieve our shared
goals and we all seemingly enjoy this challenge and are good at it!  
Comments by Cheryl Costantini:
As Ryan notes, our entire team is collaborative. This approach has been built over time and we are now at the point that everyone is
doing it so well that they do not want to work any other way! Ryan is a huge contributor in fostering and further developing this approach.
His respect for his colleagues is obvious - the feeling is mutual with all of them. One colleague notes, "Ryan is always willing to share his
ideas and participate in meetings. He is open to hear and build upon the ideas of his colleagues and teammates in order to arrive at the
best solution and tactic. He is a large contributor to the teams success through his hard work and effort." He also has a great impact on
his editorial counterparts - they all commented on Ryan's teamwork, his collaborative nature, and how he is a true partner. One editor
stated, "Ryan is an excellent communicator—he does a great job of getting information to reps. Ryan does a great job of communicating
with me—we have regular meetings when we swap information and discuss issues/action plans for various initiatives. In short—Ryan is a
great marketing manager; it is a pleasure to work with him!"
 

Development Plan    

Outline your Development Plan for the coming year below. Once created, please visit GEAR for hundreds of learning and development
opportunities designed specifically for Cengage Learning to help you achieve the goals detailed here. As you progress, you can update
these goals throughout the year.

Summary    

If desired, please add any final comments regarding 2010 below. Managers can use this section to synthesize feedback gathered from
stakeholders.

RATING SCALE

Overall Rating: Exceeds  
   
Business Goals      
1. Achieve Topline Revenue goal of $119,898,727 in higher ed, career, school, retail and professional channels
and contribute to the overall topline revenue of APG   Fully

Successful 30.0%

2. Manage to your T&E and help drive reduction of print sampling. Be able to show ROI on all spending of the
marketing mix (including conventions, web marketing, ecampaigns, print collateral, etc.) and optimize to shift
20% print spend cost by 20% to digital.

  Fully
Successful 15.0%

3. Drive growth through new product, sales, marketing and distribution models   Exceeds 20.0%
4. Drive upstream marketing activities on 2012CR titles and demonstrate marketing value-add through your
participation, leadership and direction on front-end customer activities, value-creation modeling and collaboration
with editorial, sales and L2S, and Marketing Communication Managers. 10

  Exceeds 10.0%

5. Deliver high quality and on-time PMIs and overall product information, sales tools and competitive information
in Magellan   Exceeds 20.0%

Work with career sales team and enterprise account managers to help define and develop Emerge With
Computers versions and product models which are appropriate for their channel.   Fully

Successful 5.0%
 

Competencies      
53. Drive for Results (Growth)   Exceeds  
15. Customer Focus (Customer)   Exceeds  
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02. Dealing with Ambiguity (Leading Change)   Exceeds  
14. Creativity (Innovation)   Exceeds  
31. Interpersonal Savvy (People)   Exceeds  
87. Team/Unit Contribution (Collaboration)   Exceeds  

 

Overall Comments
Comments by Cheryl Costantini:
Ryan is one of the most talented professionals I have worked with. His broad range of experiences, his strong business sense, his
analytical skills, his ability to work with others, his work ethic, and his ability to execute, particularly on the most important priorities, makes
him a significant contributor to this organization - as well as a joy to work with. He has emerging leadership skills which I would like to work
with him on further developing. He has the ability to take on new challenges - I look forward to working with him to provide a larger platform
from which to share his ideas and work with others. Ryan does what it takes to succeed. He's driven and competitive, but never sacrifices
his integrity. He's direct, professional, and collaborative. I really can't say enough about Ryan. He's a star.

Acknowledgement    

The employee's electronic signature indicates that the information contained in this form has been read and that the performance appraisal
has been understood. It does not indicate agreement or disagreement.

 

HR Business Partner:     
  Thomas Kneafsey  
Manager:    08/25/2010
  Cheryl Costantini  
Employee:    09/02/2010
  Ryan Degrote  
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